L’ancienne Ecurie, Lacoste PROVENCE
·

One bedroom village apartment – Sleeps 2

A delightful village apartment, formerly stables, carefully renovated to
create a magical space, full of charm and comfort, with plenty of
interesting nooks and crannies! The apartment (50m2), combines the
character of yesteryear (wooden floors, old beams & exposed stone)
with modern comfort. Fully equipped vaulted kitchen, heating, wireless
internet and washing machine. All the furniture has been gathered over
time from markets and is very traditionally Provencal. The main living
area/lounge makes for a cosy area to relax with CD/DVD player, Wifi
and books to read.The double bedroom, furnished with a queen bed, is
located up a short flight of stairs off the living area, with a small but
fully functioning ensuite shower, handbasin and separate toilet.
A large sunny south facing terrace offers stunning views over the valley,
and is furnished with a small table and chairs from where you can relax,
take in the view, soak in the sun or enjoy al fresco dining.
The owners live in the village & their house is located above the
apartment, each with totally separate entrance. Access to the apartment
is beside their house, down 19 steps. They are very discreet and there is
no need for you to come in contact with them (other than your arrival
and departure days) if you do not wish, but will be on-hand if you need.
Lacoste is a small and wonderfully authentic village where very little
has changed except the tread of time from as far back as the 1400s.
As you travel up through the village from the cherry orchards and vines
of the plain, past a jumble of ornately decorated doors, mullioned
windows and intriguing architectural details, past the Café de la France
with its spectacular hanging terrace, then the Mairie and up into the
middle ages, over heavy cobbles as you enter the ancient heart of the old
Lacoste through the Portail de la Garde.
To the top of the hill and the imposing chateau of the Marquis de Sade
right at the summit, offering spectacular views over the valley to the
neighbouring village of Bonnieux and further to Mount Ventoux.
Two local cafes & the grocery/bread shop provide a meeting place and a
chance for you to interact with locals, number less about 100.

